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Happy New Year. It is not the start that we were hoping for, but I think it
is better than the start of last year. Like everyone else, we hope that the
different crises that the world is facing will improve quickly. COVID-19 has
undoubtedly impacted many aspects of life. In the corporate world, better
use of real estate and space, accommodating measures to ensure staff
health and safety, and using technologies for a more productive hybrid
environment have become fundamental measures. In our feature column
in this issue, our invited experts delve a little deeper into the lessons learnt
and how the AV industry should move forward to help corporates achieve
their objectives.
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Understanding and Driving AVaaS
Creating a successful AVaaS model will help system integrators with future recurring revenues
to help? You also need to consider what
options you are going to offer your
clients. A good starting point is to ask
your customers what they are looking
for and what are the pain points they
are trying to resolve. After you have the
sorted this out, you need to understand
how you will monitor and implement the
options. Lastly, you need to change the
way you bill for the service and make that
an easy seamless process.
USAV certainly sees this as a new
revenue stream for SIs. In the next year,
you will see more and more offerings
from SIs which in turn will drive
competition.
AVaaS can work and has worked as we have
seen several integration companies beginning to

We are noticing a shift in AV management from an

implement this model. There are a few challenges

end-user perspective which is also driving AVaaS. In

with implementation, the first is training your sales

previous years SIs would be selling to the facilities

staff to sell differently. The second is reworking things

management group within an organization. Now

in your finance department to bill monthly. From an

they are selling to the IT management staff. This is

equipment perspective, you need to look at the typical

helping to drive AVaaS since the IT staff is already

shelf life of the equipment you are installing and then

accustomed to this model. USAV’s international

decide on the term of the contract.

expansion and recent partnership with TSI APAC-MEA
Hub in Asia Pacific will increase USAV outreach to

The advantages are more frequent cash flow, a stickier

the system integrators and technology partners who

customer, and a higher EBITDA. The disadvantage if

provide solutions and services in various verticals

not done correctly, is the risk of losing money on the

such as cinema, corporate, education, energy and

contracts. It is a fine balance between being cost-

utilities, government, healthcare, hospitality, retail,

effective and losing money.

transportation, and large venues.

There are many steps to consider when implementing

The USAV AV as a Service (AVaaS) Special Interest Group (SIG), has

AVaaS. The first is training for your sales staff. Will

published a playbook to help you increase recurring revenue and

that happen internally or will you bring in a third party

create customers for life.To download the playbook CLICK

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Proposing Value-Driven Transformation
Market factors including a vast middle class paving
the path for growth in sectors like retail, hospitality,
healthcare, and education. Internet connectivity across
the country, and a major thrust from the Government
to improve the country’s digital infrastructure offer
a host of possibilities for the Audio Video, Unified
Communications, and collaboration industry.
(That’s how the thought process shaped)
SI Asia: What exactly is the ideation? any particular
focus- on verticals, or horizontals?
In what is seen as the biggest move in India & APAC

MALA: AVI-SPL has been working with our partners

region – in the new-normal world – is the Tampa,

in the Indian market for several years. There has been

Florida-based AV behemoth, AVI-SPL, has set up its

growing demand for us to be present in country, to

direct presence in India. While the objective of the big

be able to transact locally as well as have our own

move is obvious, the development is significant in many

operations to deliver the required services in region.

other ways as well.
For our global clients, India is a major business hub
Mala M Prasad – who made a big name with her 21-

and an important area of focus. By establishing

year long stint with Ideal Systems – is at the helm of the

presence in India, as a digital solution enablement

initiative as its Regional Director. SI Asia caught up with

provider, it’s our endeavour to design, integrate,

her recently to capture some insights of the initiative.

manage, support on-site and deliver cloud-based

Excerpts:

communication and collaboration technology
solutions for our global clients, along with the Indian

SI Asia: What made/excited AVI-SPL to launch

sub-continent enterprise accounts. AVI-SPL is driven

operations in India?

by customer focus and customer success. We engage
with our customers in a collaborative spirit. Thus, being

MALA: Asia Pacific has been a region of focus for

in the country helps us meet these objectives better

AVI-SPL for the last couple of years. After successfully

and helps transcend any barriers due to geographies,

serving the region with established entities in Hong

language, time zones, and cultural understanding

Kong and Singapore, India is a natural progression. The

and allows us to be available locally to address all the

country has one of the fastest growing economies.

needs of our customers.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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AVI-SPL’s conference room install at Prologis in Shanghai, China.

SI Asia: I see many firsts in this initiative: an MNC

I find women to be natural multi-taskers who can

stepping in directly into Indian market…

handle multi-faceted roles with ease. This gives them
an edge to lead. I come with 21 years of experience

MALA: In my view, it is a good thing, as it is an

of managing Indian operations for Ideal Systems- one

opportunity to bring together the AV, Unified

of the leading SI firms in APAC. It’s a matter of great

Communications and Collaboration domains, and we

honour to be recognized for my leadership and given

are looking to build alliances by working in partnership

the responsibility for building a company and directing

with other integrators wherever possible. With the

operations in India for a global leader in this industry.

employee development focused approach of AVI-SPL,
I also see this as an opportunity to hone and bring out

Biggest SI dynamic in post-lockdown time…

the immense talent pool available in the country .
MALA: The pandemic has changed the world in an
A woman heading the operations of an SI enterprise

unimaginable way. While we have seen lockdowns,

in what is arguably a male-majority (if not

companies giving up office real estate, it has also

dominated) industry…

led to the emergence of a hybrid model of working.
The demand for collaborative video communication

MALA: As a matter of fact, I see many women in key

solutions has become very high. We see a lot of

positions in the AV industry in India. It’s especially

companies devising strategies for returning to office,

true for AVI-SPL, where women are at the helm of

using this time to refresh their work spaces to suit to

important business verticals. Gender equality is

their new requirements. The global shortage of the

encouraged in the company and I hope to continue the

microchips, has led to many conglomerates planning

same in India.

and sourcing well in advance.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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AVI-SPL SYMPHONY: an award winning software platform developed to administer, monitor, control and analyse customer’s
multi-vendor AV, and UC environments.

India continues to be a strong economy, with major

help serve our existing clients better across more of

global players building Centres of Excellence in cities

their businesses. In the long term, we aim to build

such as Hyderabad, Mumbai, Pune, and National

relationships with clients across industries pan India.

Capital Region. In addition to that, Government’s focus

SI Asia: What have been your SWOT analyses about

on developing Smart Cities, Economic Corridors,

the Indian ProAV?

undertaking infrastructure development projects, such
as new airports, will push the demand for AV and

MALA: Our key strengths are our proven track record

unified communications and collaboration solutions in

in the region, and the executive team’s experience

India.

in building and growing new territories. With over
3,000 people spread across the globe, the company

SI Asia: Knowing the specific characteristics of

functions like well-oiled machinery, with every

Indian industry- how confident are you to make it big

functional vertical having dedicated teams and regular

in the near-term or long-term?

monitoring by global functional heads and regional
management. The Global Program Management team

MALA: We understand India is highly competitive,

of AVI-SPL, has dedicated Program Managers aligned

price-driven market. However, our target audience

to clients irrespective of geographies, which allows

understands the importance of quality that we bring

MNCs to have a view of the projects being carried

with our presence. Our solutions and service offering

out across the globe with a dedicated team updating

will be value-driven with pricing be in accordance with

them. This is a lot of value to senior executives, and

Indian landscape. Indian subcontinent is a vast market

it synergises the efforts of the client teams spread

with huge potential; we are extremely confident that

across time zones.

in the near term establishing our entity in India will
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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AVI-SPL’s recently launched Experience Technology Group (XTG) focusses on delivering experiential solutions to users corporate, retail segments, museums.

Besides the threat of the on-going pandemic,

management platform, AVI-SPL Symphony - an award-

customers are facing challenges to keep their

winning software platform to administer, monitor,

teams working together and operating nimbly.

control, and analyze customer’s multi-vendor AV,

Customers find that different locations using different

UC, and meeting environments is another big thing.

technologies create confusion for end users and IT

It provides a seamlessly integrated, end-to-end,

alike. Cost of deployment and post-implementation

collaboration workflow for end users and IT operators.
For IT leaders, it reveals actionable intelligence about

support is high, and there is no strategic partner to

how meeting technology and spaces are truly used so

unify the technology backbone. Research conducted

investments and resources are optimized.

by Forrester in 2020, indicated that post AVI-SPL being

AVI-SPL has its ear on the ground, and adapts to

engaged as an SI Partner, customers experienced

customer requirements. We recently launched XTG

increased meeting productivity while lowering their

– Experience Technology Group -that’s focused on

total cost-of-ownership of their technology. They

delivering experiential solutions to corporates, retail

viewed the company as a strategic partner and not

segments, museums .

an outsourcing vendor. There was substantial savings
for the clients with improved business outcomes and

As a service provider, our human resources are our key

lower cost of support. As a sourcing partner, we have

assets. We are building a local team with various skill

been able to reduce the total cost of acquisition and

sets, functional knowledge, and experience to deliver

operations for our clients.

solutions that the quality-conscious customers have
come to expect from AVI-SPL. We have a dedicated

Our opportunities lie in the range of services we offer

human resource team that regularly carries out

from- consultancy, design, integration to support,

employee development programs and training. We

managed services provider is definitely a big tick

also identify high-performing employees with great

in the box. Our meeting technology monitoring and
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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potential and attach them to global leaders to provide

workspace. There are more and more women in key

mentorship.

positions, and we are seeing more and more women
appear in industry recognised lists.

India has a great engineering skill set, a talent pool
waiting to be tapped into. We hope to leverage this

There is also general acceptance of sexual orientation.

to our advantage, while also building a team that not
only caters to this region but may take on higher roles

It is AVI-SPL’s policy to provide equal employment

in other geographies in the future. As a matter of fact,

opportunities for all employees and applicants for

many of our existing team members across the globe

employment. AVI-SPL does not discriminate based on

are of Indian origin.

race, sex, colour, marital status, religion, national origin,
disability, age, veteran status, sexual orientation, or

We are living in a world where CEOs of global giants

other legally-protected categories in recruitment, hiring,

like Twitter, IBM, Microsoft, Google to name a few are

selection, job assignment, compensation, training

being spearheaded by people of Indian origin, and

and apprenticeship, promotion, upgrading, demotion,

who have been educated in India. I do not see finding

downgrading, transfer, layoff, discipline, termination,

people of right calibre being a significant challenge.

access to benefits, and all other terms and conditions

Hiring people with the right outlook and cultural fit is

of employment. It makes employment decisions based

equally, if not more important. That, in my mind, is the

on an individual’s performance, qualifications, abilities,

bigger challenge.

and other business-related criteria. We would be
adhering to this policy in India too. People with varied

SI Asia: How big would be your team in India?

backgrounds bring in different perspectives, different
energies, when brought together correctly is the

MALA: We will have a fully functional organisation. We

foundation to an impactful team.

are in the process of making key hires in the areas of
sales, engineering, support, procurement and logistics

SI Asia: What's your immediate priority?

across India. I am a firm believer that the scale of the
organisation is not determined by the headcount, but

MALA: My immediate priority is to build a team of

by the capability of the team members to deliver to

people who share AVI-SPL’s vision of making the India

the satisfaction of the customer and achieve business

chapter a great success and help build a sustainable

goals. The headcount and size can scale up or down

business that will serve as a model for others to

as per the business objectives and needs

emulate.

SI Asia: Equal-opportunity has only been in saying,

AVI-SPL

and far away from seeing. What, according to you, is
impacting the situation? What needs to be done?
MALA: In India, there is a change in mindset, though
slower than the rest of the world. We are seeing a
definite movement towards gender equality in the

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Tze Tze Lam and
Mradul Sharma
Appointed to AVIXA’s
Board of Directors
GLOBAL: AVIXA, the Audiovisual and Integrated
Experience Association, is pleased to announce the
election results for the 2022 AVIXA Board of Directors
and Leadership Search Committee.
Cathryn Lai, Chief Commercial Officer, OpenBet, has
been elected as Secretary-Treasurer of the Board by
AVIXA membership. AVIXA members also elected to
the Board Michelle Grabel-Komar, Vice President of
Sales, Full Compass Systems, and Dena Lowery, COO,
Opus Agency.
In addition, the Leadership Search Committee (LSC)
appointed Tze Tze Lam, Executive Director, ElectroAcoustics Systems, and Mradul Sharma, Managing
Director, 3CDN Workplace Tech, to AVIXA’s Board of
Directors.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Frank Pisano, Vice President of Sales, Americas,
BrightSign, has been elected by AVIXA members to
the Leadership Search Committee. In addition, Jon
Sidwick, Chair of the Board of Directors, has appointed
Sharath Abraham, CTS, Engineering Manager, NY
Metro Region, AVI-SPL, and Christian Orcin, Managing
Director, d&b audiotechnik Spain, Portugal, and Italy, to
the Leadership Search Committee.
A complete listing of the 2022 AVIXA Board of
Directors appears below:
LSC Chair: Jon Sidwick, Collabtech Group
Chair of the Board of Directors: Samantha (Sam)
Phenix, Magwire, Phenix Consulting
Vice Chair: Martin Saul, ICAP Global
Secretary-Treasurer: Cathryn Lai, OpenBet
Directors: Michelle Grabel-Komar, Full Compass
Systems; Tobias Lang, LANG AG; Tze Tze Lam, ElectroAcoustics Systems; Dena Lowery, Opus Agency;
Alexandra Rosen, GoDaddy; Jatan Shah, QSC; Mradul
Sharma, 3CDN Workplace Tech; and Brad Sousa, AVI
Systems.

NEWS
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“AVIXA continues to be honoured with an immense

AVIXA also acknowledges and appreciates the

amount of talent on its Board of Directors,” said David

contributions of outgoing LSC members Mehryn

Labuskes, CTS, CAE, RCDD, Chief Executive Officer of

Corrigan, Microsoft; Theresa Hahn, USIS AudioVisual

AVIXA. “This group’s unique experiences from different

Systems; and Stephanie Kohler, CTS, LG Electronics.

facets of the industry and parts of the world will help
guide AVIXA and push the pro AV industry forward. I’m

AVIXA

excited for the future collaboration with this incredible
group of individuals.”
AVIXA thanks outgoing Leadership Search Committee
Chair and former Chair of the AVIXA Board Jeff
Day, IdeaCloud; and outgoing Board members Ian
Harris, CTS-D, ihD Ltd; Alexis La Broi, CTS, Production
Resource Group; and Kay Sargent, HOK.
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Renkus-Heinz
Makes a Splash for
SilverYachts’ Six
Vessel Mega-Yacht
Fleet
AUSTRALIA: SilverYachts is a custom, highperformance super-yacht builder located near Perth,
Australia. The firm is known for its architecturally
impressive yacht builds and technological innovation
found onboard. Curating quality experiences at sea is
vital to SilverYachts, and audio is crucial to ensuring
guests feel immersed in the entertainment. Thus,
the team at SilverYachts continues to trust RenkusHeinz loudspeakers for weatherized sound solutions
onboard all the mega-yachts it manufactures.

J A NU A R Y 2022

“At SilverYachts, we aim to create a memorable
entertainment experience at sea,” says Ben BassettScarfe, Exterior Outfitting Manager at SilverYachts.
“From those purchasing for full-time living or vacations
to those who are chartering the yacht, a SilverYachts
vessel always outshines those around it. Renkus-Heinz
is one very important tool that allows us to do just
that. With Renkus-Heinz we know we provide guests
with entertainment-grade audio to withstand the harsh
elements of open waters while sounding sensational.”
When designing the mega-yachts, Bassett-Scarfe and
the team look to include audio technology to provide
peak performance and exceptional experiences for
guests onboard. However, high-quality performance
doesn’t stop with the audio delivery— speakers also
need to withstand the harsh maritime environment.
The six current vessels manufactured by SilverYachts
all incorporate Renkus-Heinz loudspeaker technology

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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onboard. Notably, the 85.3-meter Bold nestles 12

to find innovative ways we can include the speakers

Two-Way Complex Conic Renkus-Heinz loudspeakers

onboard for future vessels,” said Bassett-Scarfe. “The

and two 12-inch Renkus-Heinz subwoofers into the

Renkus-Heinz speakers are now a pillar in how we

combination hangar-cinema-disco-entertainment

build yachts. We continue to integrate them into more

section. The loudspeakers deliver crisp, intelligible

and more spaces throughout. High-performance audio

audio to captivate viewers during movies and immerse

capable of withstanding the elements of the ocean is

guests on the dance floor.

hard to come by, so receiving both from Renkus-Heinz
motivates us to utilize the technology more.”

The loudspeakers utilize a versatile enclosure design
to protect the loudspeakers from saltwater, ocean

In addition to Renkus-Heinz weatherized speakers,

air, and other harsh elements the vessel encounters

Bold also incorporates Lab Gruppen power amplifiers

while at sea. Sea air and saltwater can quickly erode

and SoundWeb London Break In and Break Out Box

unprotected and ill-fit onboard technology. By investing

Analogue Input and Output for networked audio

in appropriate and protected technology, integrators

distribution.

and yacht owners save on the long-term costs of
continually replacing damaged equipment. The

“Renkus-Heinz continues to provide SilverYachts with

Renkus-Heinz speaker-subwoofer duo on Bold has a

the sound solution for guests onboard Bold and our

protective weatherized coating and enhanced grille to

previous mega-yachts,” says Bassett-Scarfe. “With the

shield the speakers from the elements.

experiences we’ve had with Renkus-Heinz, we plan to
integrate the loudspeakers on all future builds.”

“We integrated Renkus-Heinz technology in our first
yacht and since then we make a point to continue

Renkus-Heinz
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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facilitate remote/mixed teaching.
We are using the ARX DI Boxes
to take microphone audio out of
the Crestron DMPS (Digital Media
Presentation System) and feed it
to the PC, so that Teams/Zoom
and other software can utilise the
microphones in the space.”
The ARX USB I/O range has been a
popular choice for university lecture
theatres as the standard digital/
analog pro audio interface between
any USB equipped computer and
the balanced inputs and outputs of
professional sound systems. The
latest version, the USB Ultra I/O is a
ARX David Park with some of the USB UltraI/O audio interfaces.

ARX USB Interfaces
Enable a Fast Route
to Remote Learning
Across Australian
Catholic University
AUSTRALIA: ARX Systems have recently supplied
a large quantity of their USB Ultra I/O audio interfaces
to multiple campuses of the Australian Catholic
University (ACU). The USB Ultra I/O was chosen by the
ACU as part of a series of campus wide AV upgrades
designed to facilitate remote and blended learning
from each lecture room.
David Prentice, Audio Visual Systems Administrator for
ACU, along with colleague Douglas Simpson, headed
up the project. “What we wanted to achieve at ACU,
which most other unis are also doing, is being able
to use Teams/Zoom in our existing lecture rooms, to

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

true 24-bit, high resolution, ‘plug and
play’, USB 2 channel play and record digital/analog pro
audio interface with 5 selectable sample rates out to
192KHz. The USB Ultra I/O features fully transformer
balanced inputs and outputs that provide the isolation
required to eliminate earth loops and ground hum,
making it ideal for transporting microphone audio to a
PC.
Commenting on why the ARX products were chosen,
Prentice explains, ‘We chose this box as it was well
priced, well built, and just did the job. We had a few
small teething issues with other similar products.
So, by just adding this box and a camera to the room
we were able to enable the remote/mixed teaching
relatively quickly.”
The ARX products were supplied to ACU through three
of their preferred suppliers – East Coast Audio Visual
P/L, Fredon Technology P/L and Insight Systems
Group P/L.
ARX
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Atlona’s ISO 9001:2015 certification applies to its
headquarters in San Jose, Calif., which houses its
research and development facilities, product testing
laboratories, as well as client-facing and back-office
teams.
Developed and overseen by the International
Organization for Standardization in Geneva,
Switzerland, the ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management
Systems certification is the latest iteration of ISO 9001
(which was previously updated in 2008). It is made
up of seven Quality Management Principles (QMPs):
Customer Focus, Leadership, Engagement of People,
Process Approach, Improvement, Evidence-based
Decision-making, and Relationship Management.

Atlona Achieves
ISO 9001:2015
Certification
USA:

Atlona, a Panduit company, has earned its

ISO 9001:2015 certification. The official certification
reflects Atlona’s dedication to delivering technological
excellence by applying the highest standard of quality
assurance throughout all its processes, including
research and development, product testing, delivery,

Hossain notes that adhering to these principles helps
Atlona define and implement a robust system that is
repeatable and measurable. “This helps us deliver highquality products, solutions and services, by improving
processes and driving improvements.”
ISO 9001:2015 certified companies must continue to
fulfill the strict guidelines pertaining to the processes
involved in each of these categories to retain
certification.
“One of the mandates under ISO 9001:2015 is that in

support, and customer service.

order for companies to succeed at quality assurance,

“Quality assurance is the responsibility of every

all teams throughout the organization,” said Jamey

Atlona employee,” said Iftekhar Hossain, Atlona’s
Director of quality and support. “Our mission has
always been to bring to market cutting-edge, stateof-the-art products that truly meet the needs of our
customers. At the same time, we have always been
committed to providing the best customer service
possible. In earning this certification, we are driven to
not only adhere to our already high-quality assurance

top leadership must provide its unfailing support to
Swigert, executive director at Atlona. “We take this
commitment very seriously. We recognize all the hard
work, effort, and expertise that our employees have
invested in building and maintaining our reputation for
technological excellence. We stand behind them as
they continue to push even further into new frontiers.”
Atlona

standards, but to continually improve upon them.”
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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The Christie HS Series projectors are fitted in a projection booth overlooking the city tower.

Christie Laser
Projectors Wow
Visitors with
Spectacular Visuals
at Huayi Brothers
Movie Town
CHINA: A movie-themed town in Shandong province
is wowing visitors with stunning projections using
Christie 1DLP laser projectors during its night tourism
experience project aimed at injecting more vibrancy
and excitement to this popular venue.
Known as Huayi Brothers Movie Town, the filmmaking
facility in Jinan city has a built-up area of more than
27,000 square meters and features buildings with
architectural designs reminiscent of the late Qing
Dynasty and early Chinese Republic era. In a move to
raise its profile as a nighttime attraction, the movie
town illuminated its iconic ancient-style city tower
using 17 Christie D20WU-HS and D13WU2-HS laser

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

projectors. They were installed and commissioned
by Wincomn Technology, which also served as
the general contractor of this major project. The
magnificent projections are among the biggest
highlights of this nighttime spectacular, which delivers
a multi-sensory viewing experience for all visitors.
“This is a large-scale projection mapping show based
on Huayi Brothers’ IP content, combined with local
cultural elements and unique architectural features
of the ancient city tower to create a mesmerizing
and unprecedented night tourism experience,” said
Tony Chen, General Manager, Wincomn Technology.
“We are pleased to be involved in this exciting project
that utilizes various technologies and special effects
to extend visitors’ stay and develop Jinan’s night
economy through the allure of film art and culture.”
April Qin, Sales Director for China, Enterprise, Christie,
commented, “Huayi Brothers Movie Town in Jinan is
a unique attraction that serves as the shooting site
for films or TV series, and then transformed into a
local landmark that charms visitors with the glamour
of celebrity and showbiz. The night tour experience

NEWS
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project is a brilliant initiative to bolster Jinan’s night
tourism credentials, and we are delighted that our
HS Series laser projectors have been deployed by
Wincomn for this fascinating projection mapping
show.”
The D20WU-HS and D13WU2-HS projectors are
fitted in a projection booth overlooking the city tower
to display a slew of visuals measuring 74 meters
wide and 30 meters high. Wincomn had conducted
a detailed field-of-view analysis to determine the

to dynamic, lifelike images of flying cranes, soaring

architectural characteristics of the projection canvas

dragons, famous Buddhist grottoes, and relics of

to ensure that the imagery displayed on the various

Longshan culture that dates back to the Neolithic

surfaces would exhibit a uniform and consistent look.

period more than 3,000 years ago. Complemented

A gauze screen was also installed over the city gate to

by special effects that include laser lighting, smoke,

ensure that the projections are free from distortion due

fire spray, snowflakes and bubbles generated using

to the hollow space around the gate.

advanced technology and environmentally friendly
techniques, the impressive nighttime extravaganza has

Visitors are treated to an array of awe-inspiring visuals
ranging from excerpts of blockbuster Chinese films

become a big hit since its recent debut.
Christie
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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"The last year has given
us time to take a deep
breath and reflect on our
setup. We realized that
we would have to change
some things to sustain
the rapid expansion of our
business," says Riedel.
"These past few years,
our company has seen
tremendous growth, and
2021 is no exception.
(L-R) Lutz Rathmann, Rik Hoerée, Michael Martens, Thomas Riedel, Martin Berger,
Frank Eischet.

Riedel Continues
Growth Path and
Expands Leadership
Structure
GERMANY: As part of its global growth strategy,
the Riedel Group announces a strong, expanded
management structure comprising of experienced
leaders from within. Starting January 1, 2022, the
Wuppertal-based company will be organized in three
main divisions: The "Product Division" and "Managed
Technology" business units will have Rik Hoerée and
Lutz Rathmann as their respective new CEOs, with
Riedel Networks GmbH and its Managing Director
and CEO, Michael Martens, forming the group's third
division.
With this strategic step, Riedel´s Group CEO Thomas
Riedel strengthens the three business units, allowing
him to devote his attention to driving business
development and expanding global partnerships and
networks. Together with Group Chief Financial Officer
Frank Eischet, who is responsible for finance, HR
and IT, Thomas will form the spearhead of the Riedel
Group.
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

Now is the right time to
broaden the management team
to support this dynamic upswing.

This reorganization is the foundation to master
current and future challenges to our business and to
continue our strong organic growth. "With three strong
management teams and agile organizational units,
Riedel creates a dynamic and powerful corporate
structure, which will allow the company to respond
even more effectively to customer needs as markets
continue to evolve and differentiate at a rapid pace.
Riedel Chief Sales Officer (CSO) Martin Berger has
been driving this evolutionary step forward and has
helped secure an excellent position for Riedel's future
development. On January 1, 2022, Berger will withdraw
from the Riedel management board.
"I take great pride in the fact that we have developed
first-class leaders within our own ranks, who are now
ready to take on greater responsibility for our next
growth phase," said Berger. "It was a privilege to be
part of this evolutionary change process."
Riedel added, "I am very pleased that we were able to
get Martin, who would like to dedicate more time to his
private endeavours in the future, to continue to support
us in an advisory capacity."
Riedel
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within the company, and cement critical mass for its
video engineering team in Europe.
“Since the development of our first Dante AV product
we have been committed to bringing the simplicity and
interoperability of Dante to the video-over-IP market,”
states Audinate co-founder and CEO Aidan Williams.
“With this acquisition, we are doubling down on that
strategy. The video codecs and deep product expertise
in the team, in combination with our Dante networking
technology, will enable us to go to market with a
variety of full-service video offerings.”

Audinate to Acquire
Silex Insight Video
Business
GLOBAL: Audinate, developer of the industry-leading
Dante media networking technology, has signed an
agreement to acquire the video business of Silex
Insight SA (“Silex”), based in Belgium. The Silex video
business produces video networking products for

“Audinate is an excellent new home for our video
team, customers and suppliers as there is a unique
complement in know-how, competencies and
expertise,” commented Michel Van Maercke, CEO of
Silex Insight. “Moreover, we see a great cultural fit and
a similar customer-oriented mindset, which is critical
for the success of an integration post acquisition. I am
confident that the Silex video team will do very well as
part of Audinate and will make a true difference in the
exciting Pro AV market.”

manufacturers of AV equipment.

The proposed transaction is a carve-out of the video

The acquisition includes a range of AV-over-IP

security business and is expected to complete on 31

products, including IP Cores, the VIPER Board, Video
ASSP and Design Services, as well as three Silex
implementations of video codecs: Colibri, JPEG 2000
and VC-2 HQ. Audinate will also acquire a team of
8 engineers with extensive video implementation

business from Silex, which will retain its existing
January 2022.
Audinate
Silex Insight

expertise and remains committed to supporting the
existing Silex products and customers.
The acquisition of the Silex video business will
allow Audinate to accelerate its strategic vision for
integrated audio and video over IP and will add breadth
and depth to its AV-over-IP product line up. In addition,
the transaction will increase video FPGA expertise

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Nakhon Ratchasima
Sports Complex
Enhances the
Audience Experience
with Powerful
HARMAN Audio
Solutions
THAILAND: To provide spectators at the Nakhon
Ratchasima Sports Complex an immersive and
exciting entertainment experience, Mahajak
Development Co., Ltd. installed a range of cutting-edge

J A NU A R Y 2022

birthday. The stadium area comprises the Nakhon
Ratchasima FC football field, which is surrounded by a
grandstand with a single roof on one side. The facility
currently has a seating capacity of 25,000, but will be
upgraded to 45,000 in the future.
Mahajak Development Co., Ltd. reported that the
complex’s organizers requested a new high-output
audio system capable of providing clear, intelligible
sound with reduced reverberation during games and
events. The main challenge was that the audio system
needed to be installed on the roof, which only covered
one side of the complex, but also had to deliver sound
coverage to every seat in the stadium. To meet these
challenges and requirements, Mahajak deployed

HARMAN Professional audio solutions.

dynamic and weather-resistant JBL Professional

Home to the Nakhonratchasima Mazda Football Club,

and BSS signal processors for wide coverage, ample

the Nakhon Ratchasima Sports Complex is the fourth
biggest stadium in Thailand and hosted the Southeast
Asian (SEA) Games in 2007. That same year, King
Rama IX bestowed the complex’s name during an
overlap between the SEA Games and the king’s
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

speakers, Crown audio amplifiers, Soundcraft consoles
output and easy-to-use controls.
For speakers, the Mahajak team selected JBL PD500
Series loudspeakers to cover the roof side of the
grandstand and JBL Variable Line Array Compact
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Series line array loudspeakers to cover the rest of

Nakhon Ratchasima Sports Complex reported that

the venue. Designed for a variety of venues including

the new audio systems meet organizers’ crucial

sports facilities, the PD500 Series speakers feature

standards of reliability, durability and flexibility. A

four horn-loaded 15-inch, two-way systems and a

coherent and powerful speaker system was especially

dual 15-inch subwoofer for a full dynamic range and

essential given the stadium’s structural challenges, but

consistent coverage. The JBL Variable Line Array

HARMAN’s cutting-edge, easy-to-use audio systems

Compact Series speakers are ideal for long-throw

delivered beyond their expectations.

applications. Crown DCi Series amplifiers with network
monitoring function power the speakers, and the

“A unique, historical venue like Nakhon Ratchasima

BSS BLU-100 signal processor offers flexible system

Sports Complex requires powerful audio systems

configuration and management. The Soundcraft Si

to enliven the fan experience and create an exciting

Impact digital mixing console controls the system and

atmosphere during sports events, competitions

supports easy-to-use external wireless control for the

and concerts,” said Amar Subash, Director, Channel

complex’s staff.

Management and Audio Solutions, HARMAN
Professional Solutions, APAC. “We would like to thank

In addition to the under balcony, the Mahajak

our partner Mahajak Development for delivering

installation team also installed JBL Control 29AV-1

yet another successful project and resolving the

speakers, powered by a Crown CDi series amplifier and

challenges with innovation and proficiency.”

configured using a dbx VENU360 signal processor, in
the corridor outside of the stadium for clear and high-

HARMAN Professional Solutions

quality background audio.
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Barco Launches F400-HR 4K Resolution Projector
Offering Power, Speed and Precision
details to life. The extremely high-speed processing of
up to 240 Hz at native 4K resolution, makes sure that
even the fastest moving scenarios show all details.
Built on the next-generation proprietary Barco
Pulse platform, the F400-HR also benefits from the
extraordinary high bandwidth capacity of this software
architecture, that efficiently ensures multiple advanced
processing operations can take place with minimal
time delays. What’s more, Barco Pulse features an
expansion port for optional modules to increase
Barco, a world leader in simulation projectors,

the range of stan¬dard inputs, and our API enables

announces the introduction of the F400-HR. This is

partners to integrate custom management tools and

the industry’s first single-chip native 4K resolution

value-add features to complement the projector’s

projector, creating a new chapter in high-resolution

software.

simulation systems. Add very high-speed processing,
superb laser illumination and extreme reliability to the

Another step-up in reliability

mix, and you get a projector that ticks all the boxes for

A revolutionary high-speed laser light source creates

the training & simulation customers.

speckle-free images of outstanding clarity and color
intensity in every situation. With limited energy

Extreme situations bring out your instincts. And your

consumption and a lifetime of up to 50,000 hours

instincts are only as good as your training. That is

(depending on the mode of operation) without the

why Barco aims to design projectors that create the

need for maintenance, the projector also ensures a

highest level of realism possible. The new F400-HR

minimal TCO.

is specifically designed for the training & simulation

The F400-HR is fully rated for shock and vibration, so it

market and ensures a smooth experience that allows

is fit for use on motion platforms. The electronics and

trainees to sharpen their skills and let every action

hardware are built around a unique H-beam shaped

become part of their instincts.

aluminum core, to give the projector an optimized
strength-to-weight ratio. This special design also

Extreme detail at extreme speed

facilitates simplified maintenance and service, with

The F400-HR is developed to bring the ultimate image

critical components directly accessible from top and

quality to advanced simulator systems. With a native

bottom.

resolution of 4K (4,096 x 2,176) – which can be lifted
to even 6K and higher using the powerful built-in pixel-

Another pioneering Barco product

shift capability – the F400-HR brings even the smallest

“The F400-HR concentrates all Barco’s technology
leadership into one projector”, says Dave Fluegeman,

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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VP of Barco’s Simulation Division. “It is built on the next

Complementing the launch of the two new native 4K

generation of our renowned Barco Pulse platform and

simulation projectors, is the ultra-high resolution EN83

features optimal state-of-the-art performance for any

lens, optimized for native 4K and higher resolutions.

simulation environment. A worldwide service team is

The EN83 has an extremely high optical quality and

also available to assist our customers, providing true

is designed specifically to maximize brightness,

peace of mind. The F400-HR will be a flagship device

eliminate dust contamination, and to withstand motion

in our portfolio for the coming years.”

and vibration through an improved barrel design. The
lens is the first in the new Barco FLC series of lenses

Also available is the purpose-built FS400-HR, designed

designed for the new native 4K projection platform.

for NVG simulation applications. This projector adds a

The F400-HR series is also compatible with the current

dedicated IR light source to the F400-HR’s solid-state

FLD-type lenses safeguarding past investments when

RGB light engine, allowing for individual control of

updating to higher performance visual systems.

visible light and IR intensity.

Barco/F400-HR
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QSC Introduces New Q-SYS Video & Control Products
decoding, scaling and bridging
to the host PC/compute with
a Q-SYS USB-enabled edge
device, all without the need
for complicated programming
or video matrix hardware. A
consolidated AV stream is
then delivered to any modern
videoconferencing application
like Microsoft Teams Rooms,
QSC adds new product series to the Q-SYS Platform

Zoom Rooms or Google Meet via single driverless USB

– NC Series network conference cameras and TSC

connection.

Series Gen 3 network touch screen controllers. Native
to the Q-SYS OS, these scalable products seamlessly

Q-SYS TSC series Gen 3 touch screen controllers

integrate with any Q-SYS system to meet the unique

Q-SYS TSC Series Gen 3 offer a complete redesign to

needs of any modern, high-value collaboration space.

deliver higher performance and modern aesthetics,
enabling intuitive AV&C controls for any space.

Q-SYS NC series conference cameras

Available in three sizes, the TSC-50-G3 (5-inch), TSC-

The new NC Series includes three models that

70-G3 (7-inch) and TSC-101-G3 (10.1-inch) feature

empower integrators and IT administrators to rightsize

increased resolution with significantly improved

camera selection for their Q-SYS installation. The

screen transitions, integrated ambient light sensors

Q-SYS NC-110 is the first fixed-lens, ePTZ camera

for brightness, and a sleek new design. In addition,

available for Q-SYS, featuring a 110° horizontal field-of-

the 7-inch and 10-inch offer customizable RGB LED

view (hFOV) with digital zoom capabilities for smaller,

status to indicate call/mute status, room-in-use, etc. as

wider rooms. The new Q-SYS NC-12x80 (12x optical

well as proximity sensors that waken the screens on

zoom, 80° horizontal FOV) and Q-SYS NC-20x60 (20x

approach.

optical zoom, 60° horizontal FOV) both offer motorized
pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ) functionality to enable a

Like all Q-SYS touch screen controllers, integrators

broader range of room layouts, sizes and purpose. In

can deploy fully customizable user control interfaces

addition, all NC Series cameras include hardware to

(UCIs) with a unique drag-and-drop UCI Editor within

allow mounting above or below displays, providing

Q-SYS Designer Software, the singular software

greater flexibly for a wide variety of use cases.

used to build UCIs, DSP and control programming.
Designers can further standardize and expedite the

As native Q-SYS devices, the NC Series overcomes

design deployment of UCIs with the optional use of

one-to-one routing, delivery and visual limitations

cascading style sheets (CSS) and the newly released

of typical USB camera solutions. This is enabled by

UCI Controller.

allowing as many Q-SYS IP camera streams on the
network as necessary for the application, and then
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Strand Brings Architainment Lighting Control to the
Vision.Net Gateway with Software Update, New DMX
Module
The new 4-Port DMX Interface
Module is DIN rail mountable
and connects to the Gateway
via the integrated ‘Gateway
BUS', allowing integrators to add
four independent, bi-directional
DMX/RDM ports to the Gateway
without separate power or data
connections. And with integrated
RDM management, users can
discover, identify and manage
connected devices, performing
tasks such as changing addresses
or modes right from the Gateway’s
Strand has announced new capabilities for the Vision.

web interface.

Net Gateway that offer DMX connectivity as well as
RDM management and dynamic DMX snapshotting

To bring more power to console-free applications, the

without needing a separate lighting console.

new Vision.Net Gateway software update also brings
dynamic DMX snapshotting, a new feature that allows

“As LED architectural lighting has become more

the recording of a multi-universe DMX stream from

advanced and architectural luminaires with DMX and

Ethernet and/or hardwired DMX. Snapshots capture

RDM have become available, the integration of these

dynamic lighting looks that include up to an hour of

fixtures and the entertainment lighting system has

motion, colour, shape changes, etc., depending on

become more common and more complex,” explains

complexity. The snapshots can then be played back

Jon Hole, Global Product Manager, Strand and Zero 88

once or looped and can be triggered by a scheduled

Controls and Systems at Signify. “That’s why we are

event or initiated in response to a button press on the

introducing the Strand Vision.Net 4-Port DMX Interface

Gateway On-the-Go web control interface, a Vision.Net

Gateway Module, an expansion module for the Vision.

touchscreen or a Vision.Net control station.

Net Gateway that allows users to control DMX/RDM
luminaires from Vision.Net. We’re also adding basic

Strand

RDM management into the Vision.Net Gateway as well
as dynamic snapshotting that brings more movement
and texture to architainment applications.”
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Powerful, Reliable and Available - CODA Audio
Introduces LINUS12C

CODA Audio has announced an addition to its range of

system performance improvements in dynamics

amplification in the shape of the brand new LINUS12C.

and transparency. LINUS CORE, its SHARC floating

At a time when audio manufacturers and suppliers are

point DSP processor ensures tremendous processing

experiencing unprecedented turbulence in the supply

power enabling the integration of sophisticated audio

chain, the forward-thinking focus of CODA’s design

algorithms. The advanced signal processing includes

team has enabled the company to develop and make

IIR and phase linear DS-FIR filters for perfect linearity

available LINUS12C in spite of the difficulties in the

and superior sound performance, as well as advanced

market.

look-ahead and frequency dependent limiters for
increased system headroom and sonic fidelity under

LINUS12C utilises technology contained within CODA

heavy use conditions.

Audio’s LINUS14 to match that flagship model’s
reputation for distortion-free reliability and power. By

The latest version of Linus Control (v2.2.33) is

virtue of its factory presets for all appropriate CODA

available to download today and contains the

systems, LINUS 12C offers a flexible and attractive

implementation of new amplifier model LINUS12C -

solution for touring, permanent installation, corporate

Download HERE.

AV and portable applications…
The LINUS12C is a four channel DSP, network and
amplifier that delivers 4 x 3000 W of clean power in
a light weight 19”/2U package. Its class D-IC output
stage topology delivers audiophile sonic accuracy
with enormous headroom providing significant

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Outline Announce The ‘GSR’, A Unique Acoustic
Measurement Solution
be derived from measurements made using it as a
sound source: Clarity Indices (C50, C80), Intelligibility
Indices (AlCons, STI, RASTI etc.), Reverberation
Time (RT60), Early Decay Time (EDT), Soundproofing
Power, Impulse Response and Intensity (G) and others
may be determined. The GSR is also fully ISO10140,
ISO354, ISO3382 and DIN 52210 compliant.GSR’s
design combines a robust spherical enclosure with an
Ergal aluminium inner structure that houses twelve 5”
neodymium-magnet transducers and is the first such
device to include a bass reflex design to extend its
frequency response.
Designed in collaboration with the Department
Of Mechanical And Industrial Engineering at the

It is also the only truly spherical device of its type

prestigious Brescia University and engineered in Italy

available today, its unique ‘globe’ design eliminating

by Outline, the new GSR (Globe Source Radiator)

diffractions, reflections and other anomalies caused

provides a vital tool for acoustic analysis.

by non-spherical radiators, which can compromise the
accuracy of data measurement.

Optimised acoustics are a prerequisite of many
modern buildings and for some (classrooms, offices,

The GSR is capable of producing a maximum SPL

theatres, and concert halls for example), their acoustic

of over 130.3 dB, a figure far in advance of any

properties actually determine how well they are able to

other comparable product presently available and a

perform their core purpose.

remarkable output from a spherical loudspeaker only
31 cm in diameter.

Accurate and reliable test data is essential for those
engaged in the design and construction of these

The GSR is also available as a part of a complete

spaces: a powerful omnidirectional sound source

user-ready kit, comprising a GSR, an NG01 Noise

is vital to assist in the testing of acoustic insulation

Generator, a compact amplifier (Outline’s L3000)

of internal walls, floor slabs, and insulation from the

plus the necessary cables, a transportation bag and

external environment, plus the acoustic properties

a set of mounting accessories, providing a portable

of any internal space where sonic performance is

setup ready for immediate deployment. A dedicated

important.

self-powered subwoofer kit is also available and is
suitable for applications where measurements of low

GSR’s usefulness extends also into automotive,

frequency data are required.

industrial, scientific, commercial and other areas,
since numerous essential acoustic parameters may

Outline/Measurement
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Key Digital offers “Conference Room in a Box” Solutions
for a Reconnecting World

With the return of face-to-face conferencing and

Tailored to the individual needs of the customer in

education, along with the continued necessity of

conjunction with Key Digital dealers and its responsive

incorporating remote participation, integrators and

support staff, Key Digital Conference Room in a Box

their customers are increasingly looking to update

systems offer expansive I/O, amplified audio with mic

and modernize their systems. The “Conference

mixing, 1080p PTZ camera control with presets, local

Room in a Box” family of products from Key Digital,

and remote video source switching and up to 4K video

accommodates meetings of any size, from huddle

at 18Gbps.

room to board room, larger conference spaces and
classrooms.

The system anchor is the KD-UPS52U Universal
Presentation switcher featuring five inputs (HDBaseT,

Key Digital Conference Room in a Box solutions are

2x HDMI, DP, USB-C), two mirrored outputs (HDBaseT,

complete, sophisticated systems that require no

HDMI), LAN connectivity, audio de-embedding

programming – both installation and operation are

and ARC / eARC support. The Ultra HD/4K KD-

easy. Meeting participants can connect laptop AV and

UPS52U supports up to 4096x2160 or 3840x2160

USB for local or global participation, with a wide variety

24/25/30/60hz at 4:4:4 (up to 18Gbps bandwidth),

of interface options, including remote participation

offers life-like images through a wide range of

via all popular video conferencing software platforms.

luminance levels with HDR10 compatibility and deep

Essential AV sources can remain racked, out of sight,

color support up to UHD/4K 30Hz 4:4:4/12 bit or 60Hz

with all the control needed provided by the free, user-

4:4:4/8 bit, includes a full buffer system to manage

friendly iOS KD App and integral CEC display control.

TMDS re-clocking / signal re-generation, is fully

With power support via Ethernet (PoE), HDBaseT

licensed and compatible with HDCP 2.2 and offers

(PoH) and USB, a single AC connection can suffice for

signal extension up to 100m / 328ft at 4K/UHD and up

an entire system.

to 150m / 492ft at 1080p.
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The KD-UPS52U is packaged with the versatile KD-

line inputs with mixing, noise gate, volume and tone

X100MRx HDBaseT receiver, which hosts audio I/O,

control, and remote control via IR and RS-232.

HDMI output, USB and LAN interface. Also, the KDUPS52U integrates natively with KD-CAMUSB for full

Where extended capabilities are needed, the elements

PTZ control via KD-App and a host of other supported

of Key Digital’s Conference Room in a Box line can be

control protocols, including the free KDCam PC app.

matched with a host of additional components from
Key Digital’s comprehensive hardware and software

Tabletop or wall plate interface is accommodated

ecosystem of Presentation Solutions. In a supply

by the KD-X4x1WUTx 4x1 4K/18G 100m HDBT PoH

chain-challenged marketplace, Key Digital Conference

Wall Plate Switcher with 2xHDMI, DisplayPort, USB-B

Room in a Box solutions are available from stock for

host and USB-C device connectivity, and IR, RS-232,

immediate shipping.

IP and CEC Manager (Tx) control. For audio support,
the compact KD-AMP220 offers 20 W x 2 bridgeable

Key Digital/Conference Room in a Box

amplification, phantom-powered mic and two-channel

Aurora Introduces the New DTX Series Dante Audio DSPs
At the heart of the system is the Dash™ software.
Dash serves as the all-in-one control and configuration
tool for DXT DSP hardware. Systems can be designed
to perfectly match specifications and conform as
requirements change or evolve. All classes of audio
processing modules for signal routing and shaping are
provided.
Dash provides a revolutionary way of thinking about
Aurora is pleased to introduce the new DTX series of

DSP software. This is a software designed by audio

audio products. At the core of the product line is the

professionals for audio professionals. It uses an

DTX Dante audio DSPs, with a variety of analog and

interface layout that will be very intuitive to even the

digital inputs and outputs suited for systems of any

most novice integrator yet extremely powerful in its

size.

capabilities.

Dante is part of the entire DTX DSP series with models

The DSPs are just the beginning of the Aurora audio

ranging from 4x4 to 64x64 channels digital audio.

product line up. Stay tuned in Q1 of 2022, for card

Additionally, the 4x4, 8x8, and 16x16 models include

cage DSP, amplifiers, speakers, and microphones from

analog input and output channels for integration with

Aurora.

traditional inputs and speakers.

Aurora/DTX Series
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Avocor Announces its new E Series, with Optimized
Touchscreens and Superior Glass Technology
ing object recognition. This allows
any user to quickly and easily switch
between using a pen or finger to
create a fluid, collaborative real-time
environment for users. A zero parallax
optically-bonded glass surface with
anti-glare and anti-fingerprint coating
ensures a crisp image with smooth,
pixel-perfect inking.
“As meeting equity has become paramount for all types of organizations,
we’ve recognized that our customers
require a performance and feature set
from all products,” said Dana Corey,
Avocor Global Sales SVP. “We have
Avocor, one of the fastest-growing global interactive

this need for value performance in mind when we cre-

display and video conferencing companies, has an-

ated the E Series, which is an ideal interactive display

nounced the launch of its new E Series interactive dis-

solution that’s affordable, offering outstanding value.”

plays. Available in four sizes, ranging from 55” to 86”,
the E Series features optically bonded glass in a 4K IR

Ideal for BYOD, there is a wide range of connectivity

interactive display format. This impressive combina-

options, including enhanced HDMI-out that supports

tion delivers a smooth, leading-edge touch technology

4K video @60Hz, front-facing guest HDMI, USB touch

display solution of exceptional value, which is ideal

and hub connection for easy access to USB drive data

for all sizes of office, classroom, meeting room and

with the 55” also offering a Type-C connectivity op-

huddle space application.

tion. In addition, a high-quality, front-facing soundbar
module is included, ensuring that the display provides

Designed to create a more equitable meeting and

30W conference room audio delivered crystal-clear

collaboration experience, all models in the E Series

audio quality.

feature Avocor’s UiQ touch-enabled interface for
remote control-free use. This superior glass display
technology facilitates a smooth, extremely accurate,
low-latency writing experience through instant writ-
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Technologically Driven Agile Hybrid Work
Environments
by Elton Noronha

Corporates across the globe have pivoted to hybrid ecosystems driven by ingenious AV technologies that foster
the seamless confluence of remote work forms and activity-based workspaces; with the resulting agile work
environments not only fostering enhanced levels of productivity and efficiency, but also reassuring employee
satisfaction.
“It may appear that restrictions have started to ease
up this year, but it is unlikely that we will go back to
flying across the world for meetings for conversations
that can happen via video conferencing. How we do
things has changed, and the technology we deploy will
have to support the change” asserts Joel Mulpeter,
Crestron’s Director for Product Marketing in Asia; as he
points to the dramatic shift in work-culture observed
across the globe.
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Thanks to the pandemic; many companies were

tables, and adding a recreation room; Activity-Based-

caught off-guard when governments worldwide

Workspaces are essentially offices that have specific

encouraged corporates to adopt remote working, with

spaces designed to serve specific functions. The idea

several organizations realizing how unprepared they

behind this is to empower employees with the freedom

were for the realities and difficulties of this new status

to decide between various work settings that can best

quo.

help them complete their work/projects at hand.

Transitioning to the new normal was relatively

Reports suggest that activity-based workplace

smoother for companies in Sweden though, since

environments foster higher productivity through

the corporate structure within the country had

key factors that include behavioural reinforcement,

already adopted remote working practices before the

iterative learning, sensory experience, and design.

pandemic even hit. This was made possible largely

While the first three metrics are viewed to be more

because of the inclusion of digital advancements

cognitive and subliminal in nature, the final one i.e.

within their work routines; and it is noted that Swedish

design, is what is thought to coalesce it all into a

companies were among the first in the world to adopt

harmonious efficient cycle. In terms of design, several

and optimize activity-based-workspaces that boast

new-age activity-based workspaces often exemplify

a more agile and work-centric approach. Several

agility by featuring dedicated spaces such as:

reports attribute this to be the single most vital factor
in contributing to a smoother transition into the ‘work-

- ‘pods’: these are often tiny, focused spaces where

from-home’ norm for employers and employees alike,

individual employees can find some quiet away from

while maintaining productivity and efficiency metrics.

the bustle of the open community spaces

But what exactly is an Activity-Based Workspace?

- ‘huddle rooms’ & ‘collaboration booths’: these are
small rooms meant for team
meetings of no more than 4-5
personnel.
- ‘working cafes’: these are
often a cafeteria space that
presents an interactive space
for employees to collaborate
over a quick snack/meal and/or
coffee.
- ‘working libraries’: these are
often larger spaces similar to

Work pod

traditional libraries that fosters
a quiet environment with access to knowledge and

Going beyond the pre-conceived notion of simply

information that’s made available either via books or

creating open spaces with a few couches and

digitally.
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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In addition to the above, several workspaces have

environment for employees; with reports suggesting

also begun including dedicated training rooms and

that over 92% employees are keener to work in

virtual studio facilities to meet with current corporate

companies that sport such a hybrid arrangement.

communication needs. With such offices essentially

Not only does such an ecosystem foster enhanced

being flexible enough to make enough space to follow

levels of sustained productivity, but it also results in

distancing guidelines, activity-based workspaces

significantly reduce costs related to administration

have been viewed as ideal for employees even in the

and maintenance, especially when workspaces are

post-pandemic era, where they can choose their work

equipped with the right kind of technology that offer

environment based on the kind of work they’re doing.

the power to streamline existing workflows and make
them more efficient.
Crucial considerations in equipping hybrid work
environments
Reports suggest that hybrid work environments
outfitted with the latest technologies can usher a lot
of great benefits for both employees and employers;
and prove to be a ‘lean, mean and green‘ productivity
machine while effectively improving company culture
and efficient communication. It is however, imperative
for corporates to choose the right technological
partners to ensure that their workspaces are outfitted

And intuitively enough, more and more corporates

with systems that can adequately support expanded

across the world; especially in Asia and the Indian

capabilities that may be required in the future.

subcontinent, have pivoted to such activity-based agile
workspaces. As Mradul Sharma, Managing Director

Joel offers his observations on the process of

of 3CDN Workplace Tech notes, “People come to

adopting technology that many corporates seemed

the office to establish better team connections, and

to have practiced while transitioning into a more

undertake highly collaborative tasks. We are presently

hybrid setting; as he reveals that owing to the rather

witnessing a strategy towards space planning that

sprightly enforcement of lockdowns world-wide, many

is driven by activity-based work which supports

companies had no choice but to cobble together

higher amounts of agility -- the old arithmetic to equal

solutions utilizing a variety of devices and platforms

headcount with the number of workstations does

that may not have performed well with each other,

not hold good any more. Therefore, we have lesser

leading to poor user experiences. Additionally, he

number of workstations, and more collaborative zones

believes that employees with little remote work

(and meeting spaces). Meeting space (and offices in

experience may also have struggled to learn to use

general) will become social anchors”

devices or platforms with less than intuitive interfaces
– which when coupled with poor audio and video

When activity-based offices combine with remote work

solutions – might have possibly had a negative impact

forms, this essentially fosters a hybrid workspace

on the employee’s collaborative contributions.
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He does, however, note that stakeholders have in fact
grown wiser to the extended possibilities of welldesigned workspaces outfitted with comprehensive
dexterous technologies by thorough professionals,
as he shares, “As we move towards a hybrid work
environment where people will alternate between
working from home and the office, superior wireless
connectivity will allow employees to smoothly navigate
the different environments that they must work in.
Organizations will need to take a step in the right
direction to ensure a smooth connection between
those at home with those in the office, keeping
everyone engaged and on-time, and ensure there

promote hybrid work and activity-based work has

are rooms and devices ready-to-go for meetings

dramatically increased as compared to the early days

and presentations. Adopting technology in the office

during the pandemic when people only depended on

that evolves with the hybrid work model is critical to

technology to enable their solo and collaborative work;

collaborative success. And while there is no one-size-

as she states, “The presence of technology in the

fits-all solution when it comes to AV - organizations

workplace is getting more extensive but less fixed and

should think about their business needs and then

visible. The commercial proposition for organizations

evaluate the solutions to adopt. Some things to

adopting a hybrid working model suggests that

consider are: what type of spaces will support the

approximately 40% to 60% of their headcounts are

needs of the organization, the type of room that is

equally effective and productive when working away

most suitable, and whether on-premise or cloud

from the office. This allows companies to consider

functionality will best serve remote and mobile

optimizing and repurposing their space efficiency,

workers. We must also ensure that there is sufficient

and with rental savings, they can redirect their capital

support in real-time for every member of the team.

investment into people and technology”

As today’s workplace is constantly changing, so will
the need for scalable, flexible platforms that grow and

Delving into details of the AV technology requirements

change with your business. Working with the right

that have now become common place among

partners to design technology for your workspaces

corporates looking to either create new agile

that are interoperable with each other to create a

workspaces or redesign their existing premises to

cohesive ecosystem is the key to enable technology to

better suit the Activity-Based Workspace model;

work for you.”

Mradul shares that in general, every single meeting
space now is designed to support conferencing; with

Role of AV Technologies in fully capable hybrid work

more and more customers being influenced by what

ecosystems

Microsoft and Zoom have carved out as conferencing
and room experiences, thereby demanding room

Heather Li, Vega Global’s Director of Digital Workplace

designs to be aligned towards similar offerings. He

Solutions division, points to the fact that the role of

presents his views about meeting room design being a

technology in supporting effective workplaces that

product of features that Microsoft and Zoom offer, and
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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how they control user-experience; as he references

and managed as a resource. We see solutions in

technologies like image-processing based AI cameras

the market (even from Microsoft Teams) where

that allow every single participant on the call to be

desk booking has become part of overall user/

equitable by framing participants and making all

tenant experience. Also, image-processing based AI

appear equal on the call. Likewise, digitizing the white-

features in new-generation conferencing cameras

board in the conference room, and making it part of

can accurately provide headcount information, which

the call is another instance, which according to him,

comes in handy to control the density of people in

brings parity towards information availability across

closed volumes such as meeting spaces. In order to

everyone on the call.

play a larger role towards ensuring health and safety,
the AV industry has to expand its scope and look

It is clear that technology seems to be playing an even

beyond meeting rooms and into offices in general.

more vital role in coalescing workspace capabilities in

Understanding user presence (as against occupancy)

a more qualitative manner – from dedicated training

and using this information to offer better health and

rooms with the ability to support hybrid sessions, to

safety features, while also improving overall user/

every single project today planning for a studio facility

tenant experience - that is key! As outlined earlier,

that can accommodate up to 2-4 users to primarily

meeting room design is a product of features that

facilitate virtual town-hall events and allow users to

Microsoft and Zoom offer, and how they control user-

create content for stronger messaging to employees.

experience. It is important that designers understand

Alongside, flexible work options have made room

these experiences, and work towards executing them

booking systems a main-stay in today’s design; and

on the ground. We have been executing designs where

data around usage and occupancy has emerged as a

the longer wall in the conference room hosts the

very important element wherein, to satiate employee

display as against the traditional approach of using

concerns around health and safety, increased use

the shorter wall. This allows users to be closer to the

of occupancy data to restrict head-count and room

content and remote participants, thereby establishing

utilization has also become a norm.

better team connections” informs Mradul, citing
‘Flexibility’ as one of the key drivers for hybrid work.

“Traditionally, AV as an industry has offered tools
through which meeting rooms can be booked
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Software Tools

Corroborating some of the observations noted

body temperature checks on arrival within the room,

by Mradul, Heather shares her own experiential

and afford for bluetooth connection to control devices

understanding on some of the key elements that

which helps ensure that employees avoid touching

organizations today insist on having as a part of

common areas.”

their setup to create safe, connected workspaces, as
she comments “Modern workplace environments,

Acknowledging the validity of organizations

particularly for organizations that adopt agile or ABW

increasingly considering factors like technology

(Activity-based working) models, need to be supported

compatibility, consistent user experience, room

by software tools that facilitate the productive use

scheduling, and management, to be critical to

of office space, such as room and desk booking and

their workspace efficiencies; Joel elaborates that

scheduling systems. You will often see video and other

technologies like motion sensors that can detect

UC collaboration tools across multiple areas in the

when someone enters the room and ready the room

office, large and small, to accommodate the shifting

for the meeting, along with personal devices that

work styles. Some of the key elements here do include,

offer remote capabilities to control AV and the room

but are not limited to occupancy and utilization

environment do make for an added layer of safety

sensors to measure space efficiency, data analytics

as they reduce interaction with high touch surfaces.

used to support decision making, virtual and hybrid

He also spotlights capabilities like provisions for

collaboration devices (Cisco, Poly, Crestron products),

‘Proximity Join’ which lets users spontaneously

room & desk booking and scheduling systems,

connect to the video conferencing solution in a

wireless and contactless technology, digital concierge,

meeting room using Bluetooth from their phone or any

smart building applications and tool, adopting cloud

device, wireless content sharing, and applications that

base desktop and infrastructure solutions. Such

can monitor physical capacity in the meeting space,

provisions help users to efficiently manage services

are all solutions that make it easy for employees to

bookings and remotely book cleaning, ensure accurate

collaborate safely.
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Viability of AVaaS in hybrid work environments
While the experts have in fact shared extremely

into modern AV solutions while it does not demand

pertinent views about the kind of role that AV

a hefty upfront investment - it could be a worthwhile

technologies play in the fruitful sustenance of hybrid

investment for organizations if they choose the right

ecosystems; it does however give rise to a far more

solutions provider that can offer both flexibility and

crucial question: Should AV be considered as AVaaS -

support.”

pay per use like a long-term leasing plan; as this may
offer extended flexibility and help IT Teams reduce

On the other hand, Heather views AVaaS to be a trend

CAPEX?

seen across large homogenous markets, such as
the US, where hardware, installation, and aftersales

Joel shares his belief that AVaaS would prove to be a

support can be packaged and delivered in one holistic

viable option when it comes to use models, but only

offering; but forecasts admissible challenges in

when it involves more than just a leasing plan over

replicating this in other regions, like APAC, where each

time; as he informs, “The service model must include

market is unique. She explains, “Leasing tech or AV

services like ongoing support to maintain or upgrade

products in a subscription-based manner would need

both the software and hardware for the duration of

to depend heavily on several considerations: financial

the agreement term. Flexibility is also another key

institutions in Asia to support the upfront CAPEX,

feature that AVaaS should provide to enterprises, as

manufacturers view of the lifespan of their products,

some organizations may want to lean in or lean out

and the leasing volume. It doesn't make sense to

of the service or hardware over time. The benefit of

lease for Asian markets with lower tax bracket and

AVaaS is that it provides organizations a low-risk entry

cumulative interest rates, as it would ultimately
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impact their OPEX, which could not be amortized.

she confirms, “In addition to investing in suitable

Looking ahead, to make an AVaaS effective model;

technology and infrastructure to support their

financial institutions, SIs and manufacturers need to

technology assets, businesses need to consider

work together to create an eco-system that makes

a change of mindset and trust – not only in the

economic sense and add value to clients.

products/technologies being adopted, but also in
their teams and their ability to be productive and

Finally, Mradul presents his perspective on the

work remotely. Furthermore, suitable training and

imminent adoption of AVaaS within the current and

tech support should be made available for staff to

foreseeable market scenario, as he explains, “There

ensure products are being used to their full capability.

are two major drivers for AVaaS to become a reality

And finally, the analysis of the data surrounding the

soon. The first and most critical is the fact that

technology and spaces being utilized in an office

our industry seems to be increasingly heading in a

should guide businesses in making adjustments in

direction that aligns with the clients’ business model.

terms of their future collaboration requirements.”

We’ve noticed that the average lease commitments
by companies has been reducing over the years; and

As the workforce becomes more fluid, adept and

now with co-working spaces, companies can have

extends beyond current limitations, workplaces

an extremely short-term view of where they will have

will move and progress with the trends; and hybrid

their employees working from. As it stands, co-working

ecosystems, when exercised correctly, will offer a

spaces operate according to OPEX based cost-models

way for both employees and employers to improve

(pay as you use); and AV and other services will soon

productivity and engagement at work, while

be forced to align their cost-model with that of clients,

showcasing how adaptable they can be. And there’s

and on OPEX basis. The second driving factor can be

no doubt that this could be one of the most crucial

attributed to supply chain issues; in that irregularities

factors to contribute significantly to an organization’s

in the supply chain has affected our industry, perhaps

extended success. It will, however, need a cumulative

as much as the pandemic. Because software does

effort from all quarters of the corporate structure.

not have lead-time related issues, we believe adoption
of software-based AV solutions is going to go up

Joel concludes, saying, “Employees will do individual

significantly. And since software-based solutions

work and take the occasional quick call from their

are usually hosted on cloud and are available on

home offices, and will return to the workplace for

subscription basis; it is poised to contribute to the

those important face-to-face meetings, or group

imminent adoption of AVaaS in the near future.”

collaboration. Time in the office is now valued more
than ever, so video conferencing technologies in the

An incessantly evolving ecosystem

office will need to work as seamlessly as it does
at home. More spaces in the office will need to be

While it is safe to say that technological advancements

recalibrated to support video conferencing and content

in AV provide convenience, flexibility and safety for its

sharing.”

users; Heather advises that corporates could definitely
enhance benefits by taking a more holistic approach
towards the adoption of advanced technologies, as
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AUSTRALIA

Digital Projection Satellite MLS Powers World-Leading
Visualisation Hub
Installation of the Satellite MLS offers more punch and high-quality experiences for the HIVE’s
users and visitors overall

FACTFILE

World-leading visualisation hub Curtin University HIVE,

Project Name: The HIVE, Curtin University

in space exploration, health sciences, education and

Project Location: Perth, Australia
Project Segment: Education, Research
Project Consultant: InDesign Technologies
Project Systems Integrator: Vizcom Technologies
Project Highlight: World’s first installation of Digital
Projection’s Satellite Modular Laser System (MLS)
projectors
Project AV Brands: Digital Projection, VIOSO
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

whose facilities have supported pioneering research
engineering, recently celebrated another milestone: the
world’s first installation of Digital Projection’s cuttingedge new Satellite Modular Laser System (MLS)
projectors.
The HIVE (Hub for Immersive Visualisation and
eResearch) at Curtin University in Perth, Western
Australia, is one of the most advanced visualisation
facilities of its kind, and the only one in the world
that contains five different large-scale visualisation
displays. Its work with technologies such as virtual
reality (VR), augmented reality, data and scientific
visualisation, photogrammetric 3D reconstruction,
and volumetric imaging has been used to, among
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resolution is used for super high-resolution visuals;
and the Hologram Table, which provides two users
with 3D visuals that project out of its tabletop display
surface. The upgrade project focused on the Dome
and the Cylinder displays.
“The HIVE Cylinder display is the flagship system in
the facility,” continues Woods. “The Cylinder display
uses three projectors to light a 3m-high, 8m-diameter,
180° cylindrical projection screen. In upgrading the
HIVE Cylinder display, in particular, we were keen
to increase the display resolution to use native 4K
projectors, which would provide a four-fold increase
in displayed pixels, and to increase the brightness, all
while maintaining the existing 120Hz stereoscopic 3D
capability of the display.”
After talking to Digital Projection, the team at InDesign
other things, help patients with spinal cord injuries,
investigate consumer behaviour and create virtual
experiences of shipwreck sites.
“Essentially, it is a sandbox offering university
research staff the opportunity to explore a wide
range of visualisation technology options in research
projects across all expertise areas,” explains associate
professor Andrew Woods, manager of the Curtin HIVE,
who also served as the client lead for the upgrade
project. “The facility was originally established in
2013, so it was definitely time to update the HIVE AV
systems with the latest projection technology,” he
adds.
The display facilities at the HIVE, located in a 15m ×
15m former gallery space, comprise the Dome display,
a 4m-diameter half-dome which fills a user’s primary
and peripheral field of view; the Cylinder display, a
wrap-around 3D display providing a VR experience
for up to 50 users; the Wedge display, a pair of 3.8m

Technologies, the project’s consultant, realised quickly
that Digital Projection’s Satellite MLS was the only
projection system that met the HIVE’s requirements
(full 4K with 120Hz compatibility, and not subject to
the exclusion zones that would be necessary with
a class-3 laser product) – to the extent that Curtin
University was willing to wait for it to come to market
rather than compromise by specifying a different
system.
“The Digital Projection Satellite Modular Laser System
(MLS) was still in development as a technology when
discussions commenced,” recalls Tanya Hall, business
development manager, integrated solutions, for Amber
Technology, Digital Projection’s distributor in Australia
and New Zealand. Hall worked closely with Woods,
InDesign, integrator Vizcom Technologies, and Emilijo
Mihatov, regional sales manager for Digital Projection,
to discuss and scope the technology requirements of
the project, and VIOSO to develop a solution for the
unique requirements of the HIVE Cylinder install.

diagonal 3D displays used mainly for scientific
visualisation; the Tiled display, which with 24MP
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Launched last summer, the unique Satellite MLS

explains Scott Wrightson, project manager for Vizcom

separates the light source from the small, lightweight

Technologies. “This made the Digital Projection

projector ‘head’, giving integrators greater freedom,

Satellite MLS systems invaluable. By having the main

particularly where space and access are restricted,

laser processor housed in the central comms room it

while reducing noise and heat from the audience

made the operating noise level of the projection heads

location. This technology makes high-end RGB laser

very low, which in turn suited this project perfectly.”

illumination accessible at a cost-effective price point.
“The Digital Projection Satellite technology allowed us
At the HIVE, three Satellite MLS systems are installed

to meet our needs and more, with a small head size,

in the Cylinder display, with a further system deployed

minimised audible noise from the head – because

in the Dome display. Taking advantage of the Satellite

the light source is in the server room – rich laser-light

MLS’s modular nature, which allows up to 100m

engine visuals, and cinema-quality three-chip DLP

separation between the projection head and light

images, at a reasonable budget point,” adds Woods.

source, InDesign was able to hang the unobtrusive
satellite projector heads at the display sites while

Amber Technology worked with, and were supported

locating the light sources around 15m away in a

by, Digital Projection at a very high level throughout

server room containing the other AV and computer

the project timeline, say the Amber team. There

equipment.

were many hours of communication with the
Digital Projection team to tap into their expertise

“There was a requirement for the projectors to make

on the specification, solution scope and system

as little noise impact to the space as possible,”

commissioning. In particular, the Digital Projection
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team’s insight into how the system would interact with

in Australia and New Zealand. The HIVE perfectly

the HIVE’s existing infrastructure was invaluable, they

showcases the possibilities for projection in new and

add.

exciting environments.”

Not that it was always plain sailing – working with

“It has truly been a pleasure in seeing this project

such a new technology was bound to bring certain

come to life,” adds Wrightston, “and I hope I get the

challenges. The projectors required specialist lenses

chance to work closely with the Digital Projection and

that did not, at that time, have any local distribution

Amber team again in the future.”

representation, so with the help of Emilijo Mihatov
from Digital Projection, Amber Technology were able

For the HIVE, the improved AV system is an important

to contact the lens manufacturer and establish a

step forward for a facility whose work revolves around

trading arrangement to bring the required lenses into

high-impact visuals. “Ultimately our aim is that the

Australia for this project.

displays in the HIVE are essentially invisible to the user,
just providing a window into a different world,” explains

Similarly, with the sophisticated blending requirements

Woods. “Our aim is to put amazing visuals on the

for the cylinder component of the project, Amber

blank canvas of these displays – visuals that support

were able to make the connection with VIOSO

the applications and research projects that our users

through Digital Projection and source the blending

come to us with.”

workstations required.
The Satellite MLS more than delivers on that aim,
Physical mounting positions also proved to be

he adds: “Digital Projection worked incredibly hard

an issue, recalls Wrightson, with a full structural

to deliver a new-to-market product for installation

reinforcement required to have the mounting beams in

into the HIVE, half-way across the world. Despite all

the correct positions for both the Cylinder and Dome

the challenges, the systems are now in and working

displays.

wonderfully.

“With this mounting solution also came some

“The Cylinder and Dome displays also have much

environmental vibrations form the building’s HVAC

more punch than they previously did, creating high-

systems,” Wrightson continues, “which was particularly

quality experiences for the HIVE’s users and visitors

noticeable when using the Jenoptik fisheye lens in the

overall. We are very impressed with the result and

Dome display area, so we had to design and construct

already wowing people with the quality of the visuals

a custom lens collar to negate this.”

and the university’s leading-edge research.

Richard Neale, Amber Technology’s general manager,

Photo credit: Frances Andrijich Photographer

integrated solutions, comments: “As the distributor
for Digital Projection in Australia and New Zealand,

Digital Projection

we were excited to be involved in the first installation
in the world of this new, cutting-edge technology. For
Amber Technology, the HIVE is an important first
as we introduce the capabilities of the new Digital
Projection Satellite MLS system to the broader market
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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